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Sunday, December 13, 2015

'Own My Swing' Releases Brain-Centric Myelinatorâ„¢ Swing Coach
Deep practice generates Myelin ... it's like neural broadband for the brain!
0
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Rancho
Santa Fe, CA - December 14, 2015 - Got Myelin? "Myelin is the holy grail of skill acquisition!" according to Daniel Coyle,
author of The Talent Code, which explains how myelin grows in the brain, and how each of us can have more of it. There is
no muscle memory - all human skills reside in the brain! Own My Swing's proprietary Myelinator™ is the first brain-centric
training device designed specifically to 'myelinate' the most efficient golf swing for the individual golfer based on body type.
In short, Myelin allows brain signals to propagate faster along pathways called axons. Author Coyle describes how recurring
use of these axons (through Deep Practice) generates Myelin, which is like electrical tape for the brain, increasing
propagation of electrical signals from 2 mph to 200 mph - it's like neural broadband! Axons that fire together- wire together!
As a result skill acquisition increases by up to tenfold! Don't miss this video - Myelin Development in the Brain - ABC
Nightline (youtube.com/watch?v=z3D8n9hgLkI (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3D8n9hgLkI))
According to Virgil Herring, 2015 Chapter PGA Teacher of the Year, Golf Channel Academy Lead Coach and radio host of
Talking Golf with Virgil Herring, "Now with The Myelinator™ we have absolute proof that we are practicing correctly. The
Myelinator™ will give us evidence and measurability to empirically change golf instruction for ever!" Listen to the powerful
radio interview between host Virgil Herring and Own My Swing Founder Howard Reisman introducing the Myelinator™.
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Own My
Swing will be
releasing two
Myelinator™
product
offerings
prior to the
PGA
Merchandise
Show in
January
2016. The
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From left to right, Howard
Reisman, founder; Matt Walter,
Own My Swing performance coach;
and Henry Boulton, co-inventor

Myelinator™/Home Edition is limited to four (4) users and targets serious individual golfers who already own a Trackman or
FlightScope launch monitor and want to change their swing based on the ball and club head metrics. The
Myelinator™/Academy Edition addresses the needs of golf teaching professionals storing up to 1000 student swings and
generates training revenue for the golf professional without being present. (youtube.com/watch?v=pOBbuutw5xU
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOBbuutw5xU))
"The Myelinator™ has blown me away," declared Matt Walter, Own My Swing Performance Coach and Director of Player
Development at Westhaven Golf Club in Nashville, TN who was certified last month at the Own My Swing Academy in
Carlsbad, California. According to Walter, who was also Tennessee PGA Section Youth Player Development Award Winner in
2014, "The 'Practice Made Perfect' Myelinator™ has the ability to provide positive and negative feedback to the player and
allow for self discovery to actually 'own your swing'. It dramatically cuts down the amount of time it takes for improvement
and provides the instructor the reassurance that their pupils are practicing perfectly!" (ownmyswing.com/Myelinator.php
(http://www.ownmyswing.com/Myelinator.php))
The Myelinator™ consists of proprietary Myelinator Academy Performance Software (MAPS) running on a high speed
Windows 10 processor driving high speed graphics being displayed on a 23" HD touch screen monitor. Two (2) powerful 3D
sensors are attached, one to the body the other to the club. A customized ideal swing based on body type is then loaded into
memory with the swing path being defined by metrics addressing thirteen (13) positions in three dimensional space for both
the club head and body. These become the metrics for the golfer's unique swing. Practice consists of only fifteen (15)
minutes day - and no golf balls to hit! The Myelinator™ is truly the game changing technology for serious golfers to literally
'own their swing'. (youtube.com/watch?v=pOBbuutw5xU (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOBbuutw5xU))
For a limited time Own My Swing is offering the book, The Talent Code, free of charge to the first 25 qualified individuals who
have a burning desire to become better golfers. Simply go to the Own My Swing website and complete the Application Form.
(ownmyswing.com/The-Perfect-Storm.php#form (http://www.ownmyswing.com/The-Perfect-Storm.php#form) ) or call
866-456-6543.
About Own My Swing
Own My Swing delivers disruptive brain-centric products and services enabling serious golfers to finally ownership of their
golf game. World-class engineers, programmers, PGA Tour-level performance and biomechanics coaches have designed Own
My Swing's proprietary products, including The Myelinator™ Swing Coach, (ownmyswing.com/Myelinator.php
(http://www.ownmyswing.com/Myelinator.php)), The MyelinationStation™ and FocusBand™
(ownmyswing.com/iFocusband.php (http://www.ownmyswing.com/iFocusband.php)). The Own My Swing Academy, in
Carlsbad, California integrates these products with proprietary learning methodologies in its signature 'Practice Made
Perfect'™ Program. For more information visit OwnMySwing.com (http://OwnMySwing.com) (ownmyswing.com
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(http://www.ownmyswing.com)) or call 866-456-6543 Ext 101.
Contact:
Heather Armbrust, Own My Swing, 866-456-6543 Ext 111, heather@ownmyswing.com (mailto:heather@ownmyswing.com)
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